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Summary
For fast flapping flight of birds in air, the maximum
below their depth of neutral buoyancy (62 m), should
power and efficiency of the muscles occur over a limited
alternate stroking and gliding at low buoyancies from 62
range of contraction speeds and loads. Thus, contraction
to 15 m, and should ascend passively by buoyancy alone
frequency and work per stroke tend to stay constant for a
above 15 m depth. However, the instrumented guillemot
given species. In birds such as auks (Alcidae) that fly both
typically ascended at 1.25 m s−1 when negatively buoyant,
in air and under water, wingbeat frequencies in water are
at approximately 1.5 m s−1 from 62 m to 25 m, and
far lower than in air, and it is unclear to what extent
supplemented buoyancy with stroking above 25 m.
contraction frequency and work per stroke are conserved.
Throughout direct descent, and during ascent at negative
During descent, compression of air spaces dramatically
and low positive buoyancies (82–25 m), the guillemot
lowers buoyant resistance, so that maintaining a constant
maintained its speed within a narrow range that minimized
contraction frequency and work per stroke should result in
the drag coefficient.
an increased swimming speed. However, increasing speed
In films, guillemots descending against high buoyancy at
causes exponential increases in drag, thereby reducing
shallow depths increased their stroke frequency over that
mechanical versus muscle efficiency.
of horizontal swimming, which had a substantial glide
To investigate these competing factors, we have
phase. Model simulations also indicated that stroke
developed a biomechanical model of diving by guillemots
duration, relative thrust on the downstroke versus the
(Uria spp.). The model predicted swimming speeds if stroke
upstroke, and the duration of gliding can be varied to
rate and work per stroke stay constant despite changing
regulate swimming speed with little change in contraction
buoyancy. We compared predicted speeds with those of a
speed or work per stroke. These results, and the potential
free-ranging Brünnich’s guillemot (U. lomvia) fitted with a
use of heat from inefficient muscles for thermoregulation,
time/depth recorder. For descent, the model predicted that
suggest that diving guillemots can optimize their
speed should gradually increase to an asymptote of
mechanical efficiency (drag) with little change in net
1.5–1.6 m s−1 at approximately 40 m depth. In contrast, the
physiological efficiency.
instrumented guillemot typically reached 1.5 m s−1 within
10 m of the water surface and maintained that speed
Key words: guillemot, Uria spp., swimming speed, muscle
efficiency, drag, buoyancy, quasi-steady model, diving,
throughout descent to 80 m. During ascent, the model
biomechanics, locomotion, stroke–glide cycle, gliding.
predicted that guillemots should stroke steadily at 1.8 m s−1

Introduction
For bird flight in air, it is often assumed that normal cruising
speed corresponds to the speed of minimum cost of transport
(COT, J kg−1 m−1, Pennycuick, 1987a; but see Pennycuick,
1997). For underwater flight, speeds of minimum COT were also
preferred by penguins swimming horizontally without changes
in buoyancy with depth (Culik and Wilson, 1991). However,
during vertical dives when buoyant resistance changes
dramatically with compression of air spaces, it is unclear how
mechanical and physiological variables are regulated to

minimize transport costs. In birds such as auks (Alcidae) that fly
both in air and under water, the physiological efficiency of
muscle contraction and the mechanical efficiency of thrust
production may not be maximized at the same stroke frequencies
and speeds. In the present study, we investigate how auks
modulate vertical swimming speeds to mediate physiological
and mechanical efficiencies as buoyancy changes.
Muscle fiber types have not been studied in auks, but in other
birds with sustained, fast, flapping flight, the flight muscles are
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composed almost entirely of fast fibers (Goldspink, 1981;
Turner and Butler, 1988; Torella et al., 1996). All these fibers
have their highest power output and efficiency
[work/(work+heat)] in a relatively narrow range of contraction
speeds and loads (Hill, 1950, 1964; Rome et al., 1988;
Pennycuick, 1992). If stroke cycles are divided equally
between extension and contraction, with no variable glide
phase, then changes in contraction frequency imply changes in
contraction speed (Pennycuick, 1991); thus, wingbeat
frequency must also stay within a narrow range to avoid large
declines in power output and efficiency (Goldspink, 1977,
1981; Pennycuick, 1990, 1992, 1996). However, when birds
flying in air lose weight so that less power is needed, they often
avoid changing their contraction speed and work per stroke by
alternately flapping and gliding (Pennycuick, 1991). Penguins
swimming under water also glide between strokes (Clark and
Bemis, 1979), so that changes in stroke frequency do not
necessarily imply changes in contraction speed or work per
stroke.
In guillemots (Uria spp., Alcidae), wingbeat frequencies in
air (≈8.7 Hz) are much higher than under water (1.9–2.8 Hz),
so their muscles cannot be well adapted to stroke frequencies
in both media (Pennycuick, 1987b). Salt water is over 800
times denser than air at sea level, and the greater resistance
demands a lower contraction speed (Pennycuick, 1991, 1992).
Assuming that their muscles are adapted mainly to aerial flight,
and considering that efficiency drops dramatically below the
optimum contraction speed, the flight muscles of guillemots
may be quite inefficient under water regardless of variations in
contraction speed or frequency. Moreover, part of the ‘waste’
heat of inefficiency from exercising muscles can substitute for
the costs of thermoregulation (for a review, see Bruinzeel and
Piersma, 1998). Thus, the efficiency of muscle contraction and
thermoregulation combined may be high despite a low
efficiency of the locomotor muscles (Hind and Gurney, 1997).
As diving birds descend, the increasing compression of
respiratory and plumage air spaces greatly lowers buoyant
resistance (Lovvorn and Jones, 1991a; Wilson et al., 1992).
Thus, if constant stroke frequency and work per stroke are
maintained, swimming speed should increase with increasing
depth. However, hydrodynamic drag increases exponentially
with increasing speed, causing a rapid loss of mechanical
efficiency. Thus, it might be better to minimize the waste heat
of drag that cannot be recovered, rather than heat from
inefficient muscles that is usable for thermoregulation (Chai et
al., 1998). Optimizing drag rather than stroke frequency would
be favored if changes in stroke frequency did not require
changes in contraction speed or work per stroke, but only
altered the duration of gliding.
To investigate the influence of stroke frequency versus drag
on swimming speed, we developed a biomechanical model of
diving for guillemots (Uria spp.). This model assumed that
stroke frequency and work per stroke stay constant as
buoyancy changes with depth. In developing this model, we
measured the hydrodynamic drag of a frozen guillemot and
wingbeat frequencies from films of Brünnich’s guillemots (U.

lomvia, thick-billed murres) near the beginning of descent. We
tested the model predictions against the descent and ascent
speeds of a free-ranging Brünnich’s guillemot fitted with a
time/depth recorder.
Materials and methods
Drag of the body fuselage
The hydrodynamic drag of a frozen common guillemot
(Uria aalge) was measured in a tow tank. The wings of the
guillemot were removed to leave a ‘fuselage’ of the head and
body trunk without propulsive limbs. The feet, which are not
used in underwater propulsion by guillemots, were left
attached. The bird was mounted on a sharpened steel rod (1 cm
diameter) passing through the length of the body and refrozen
in a symmetrical diving posture. The guillemot with wings
removed had a length from bill tip to tail tip of 0.478 m, a
frontal area of 9.860×10−3 m2 and a wetted surface area of
0.0964 m2 (for measurement methods, see Lovvorn et al.,
1991).
The force block was housed in an aluminum cylinder 28 cm
long with an outside diameter of 14 cm. An aluminum halfsphere was screwed onto the front of the cylinder, and an
aluminum cone 17 cm long was screwed onto the rear of the
cylinder. The sting (the rod extending from the rear of the bird)
passed through a hole in the half-sphere and was attached to
the force block inside the housing. A vertical strut made of
aluminum airfoil extrusion (8 cm deep × 3 cm wide) was
welded onto the horizontal force-block housing, 17.5 cm from
the front of the cylinder. The mounted bird and housing were
50 cm below the water surface, with 15 cm of the sting exposed
between the bird and the housing. The strut was bolted to a
carriage that towed the assembly in a tank at speeds up to
5 m s−1 (for details, see Lovvorn et al., 1991).
The drag of a frozen guillemot with wings removed does not
account for the drag of the propulsive wings. In our modeling
approach (see Lovvorn et al., 1991), the drag of oscillating
propulsors is subsumed by the aerobic efficiency coefficient
(η, mechanical power output ÷ aerobic power input). This
coefficient is used to calculate the aerobic energy requirements
from estimates of the mechanical power needed to propel the
body fuselage at quasi-steady speeds (see below). This
approach is analogous to that often used in naval engineering,
whereby the drag of a hull is matched with a propulsive system
of given net efficiency. In our case, this method obviates the
need to measure the instantaneous drag of oscillating, rotating
limbs throughout a quasi-steady stroke cycle, a task no one has
yet accomplished. Note that η subsumes any energy savings
through elastic recoil of tendons or other tissues.
We calculated Reynolds numbers (Re) for the frozen
guillemot of body length Lb (m) at each speed U (m s−1) from
Re=ULb/ν, where ν is the kinematic viscosity of fresh water at
14.5 °C (1.154×10−6 m2 s−1). Drag coefficients (CD) were
calculated as CD=2D/ρAswU2, where D is drag (in N), ρ is the
density of fresh water at 14.5 °C (999 kg m−3) and Asw is the
wetted surface area (m2) of the bird.
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Buoyancy
The buoyancy of body tissues (0.686 N l−1 for lipid,
−0.637 N l−1 for fresh muscle; see below) is much less than
that of air (9.79 N l−1) and, unlike air, the buoyancy of tissues
remains essentially constant with water depth. Thus, buoyancy
and its variations with depth depend mainly on the volume of
air in the respiratory system and plumage (Lovvorn and Jones,
1991a). The fraction by which air volumes are reduced by
hydrostatic pressure decreases rapidly with depth: as pressure
increases at a constant rate of 10 kPa m−1 of depth, air volume
decreases by a factor of 10/(n+10) where n is depth in meters.
These air volumes are probably manipulated somewhat by the
birds depending on its dive depth and fat content (Lovvorn
and Jones, 1991a). However, air volumes are difficult to
measure in freely diving birds in the laboratory (Stephenson,
1995), and no methods have been devised for measuring them
in the field.
The buoyancies of guillemot body tissues were calculated
from body composition. Measured by water displacement in a
graduated cylinder, the specific volume of fresh pectoral
muscles in 20 wild canvasback ducks (Aythya valisineria) was
0.939±0.017 l kg−1 (mean ± S.D.) (Lovvorn and Jones, 1991a).
This value yields a density of 1.065 kg l−1 and a buoyancy of
−0.637 N l−1 or −0.598 N kg−1 of fresh muscle. If fresh pectoral
muscle contains 26 % protein by mass (Raveling, 1979),
then the density of dry protein is (0.26×1.065)/
[1−(0.74×1.065)]=1.307 kg l−1. The resulting buoyancy of dry
protein is (1 kg l−1 of displaced water − 1.307 kg l−1 of protein)
(9.806 m s−2)/(1.307 kg l−1)=−2.302 N kg−1 or −3.008 N l−1. The
density of triglyceride is approximately 0.93 kg l−1 (DeVries
and Eastman, 1978), corresponding to a specific volume of
1.075 l kg−1 and a buoyancy of 0.686 N l−1 or 0.738 N kg−1 of
lipid. We measured the specific volume of ash from a female
canvasback duck (including feathers) weighing 0.760 kg and
containing 0.040 kg of ash (5.3 %) to be 0.336 l kg−1 of ash,
giving a density of 2.974 kg l−1. This density yields a buoyancy
of −19.353 N l−1 of ash or −6.508 N kg−1 of ash.
For 25 common guillemots collected in northwest Scotland
in November with a mean body mass of 1.0 kg, the fresh body
including feathers contained 64.4 % water, 21.7 % protein,
10.2 % lipid and 3.6 % ash (Furness et al., 1994). Ash content
was not measured, but lean dry mass was. We assumed the ash
content to be 14.2 % of lean dry mass including feathers, on
the basis of data for defeathered long-tailed ducks (oldsquaws,
Clangula hyemalis; Leafloor et al., 1996). Whole-body ash
mass is essentially unaffected by whether the feathers are
removed before carcass analysis (J. R. Lovvorn, unpublished
data). We applied these component percentages to the body
mass of 1.087±0.069 kg (mean ± S.D.) for five common
guillemots shot near the Semidi Islands, Alaska, USA, in June
1995. With buoyancies of −2.302 N kg−1 for dry protein,
0.7381 N kg−1 for lipid and −6.508 N kg−1 for ash, these
percentages yield a buoyancy for body tissues of −0.7158 N for
a guillemot weighing 1.087 kg.
For plumage air volume, Wilson et al. (1992) measured
the water displacement of dead common guillemots with

unflooded plumage and respiratory system, then with flooded
plumage, and then with the plumage flooded and all the
respiratory spaces punctured and flooded. From these data,
they estimated the plumage air volume for guillemots weighing
approximately 0.87 kg to be 0.33 l kg−1. This value is only 6 %
lower than the value of 0.351 l kg−1 estimated for a 1.087 kg
bird using the equation for dead redheads (Aythya americana)
and greater scaup (A. marila) in Fig. 4 of Lovvorn and Jones
(1991a): plumage air volume (in l)=0.2478+0.1232Mb, where
Mb is body mass.
Lacking direct measurements for alcids, Wilson et al. (1992)
estimated respiratory volume (Vresp, l) from body mass (Mb,
kg) using Lasiewski and Calder’s (1971) general allometric
equation based on non-diving birds, where Vresp=0.1608Mb0.91
(note that equation 17 in Wilson et al., 1992, gives volume in
m3, not m3 kg−1). By this equation, Vresp for a guillemot
weighing 1.087 kg is 0.173 l or 0.160 l kg−1. This allometric
equation gives the same value (0.165 l kg−1) as that obtained
from gas dilution measurements of respiratory volume after
expiration in seven live, dive-trained tufted ducks (Aythya
fuligula) with mean mass of 0.740 kg (Stephenson et al.,
1989b). This close agreement suggests that the equation of
Lasiewski and Calder (1971) yields good estimates of
respiratory volumes after exhalation in ‘trained’ birds that dive
regularly for appreciable distances. Various birds have been
reported to exhale immediately before diving (Lovvorn, 1991),
so end-expiratory volume appears to be an appropriate measure
for our purposes. ‘Untrained’ tufted ducks that dive irregularly
or only for short distances have greater respiratory volumes
(0.180–0.232 l kg−1) and lower volumes of blood in which
oxygen can be stored in a non-buoyant form (Keijer and Butler,
1982; Stephenson et al., 1989b; Lovvorn and Jones, 1994).
Using the estimated plumage volume of dead diving ducks
weighing 1.087 kg (0.351 l kg−1), the respiratory volume for
untrained diving ducks (0.180 l kg−1) and the tissue volumes
given above yields a total body volume of 1.590 l for a 1.087 kg
bird. This value is only 0.9 % lower than that (1.604 l)
estimated using the equation in Fig. 1 of Lovvorn and Jones
(1991b) for the volume of live, restrained, untrained diving
ducks measured by water displacement: total body volume (in
l)=0.06574+1.144Mb+0.2495Mb2. The calculated buoyancy
for a 1.087 kg bird of 4.93 N is only 0.6 % lower than that
(4.96 N) predicted by the equation in Fig. 1 of Lovvorn and
Jones (1991b) based on measured buoyancies of these
live, untrained diving ducks: total body buoyancy (in
N)=1.21+3.17Mb2.
Thus, estimates of body volume and buoyancy, based on
body composition and predictive equations for air volumes, are
very similar (within 1 %) to direct measurements on live,
untrained diving ducks. Because dive training causes captive
birds to reduce their respiratory volumes after expiration
(Stephenson et al., 1989b), and birds commonly sleek their
feathers (reducing plumage air volume) before voluntary dives,
we used the lower allometric value of 0.160 l kg−1 for
respiratory volume and 0.33 l kg−1 for plumage air volume.
These values result in a total body volume of 1.546 l and a net
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Stroke acceleration curves, inertial work and summation of
work components
Using kinematic analyses of high-speed films (100 Hz),
Lovvorn et al. (1991) developed a quasi-steady model of
stroking by foot-propelled diving ducks. This model integrated
the work done by the muscles against drag, buoyancy and
inertia throughout the power phase of each stroke. For the
present study, no high-speed films of wing-propelled alcids
under water were available. As a starting point for modeling,
we assumed that the stroke acceleration curves of guillemots
resembled those of wing-propelled penguins.
Changes in body fuselage speed (Ub) throughout a single
stroke for Humboldt penguins (Spheniscus humboldti) were
calculated from the thrust of the body (Tc) plotted in Fig. 10
of Hui (1988), and Hui’s equation 14: Ub=(Tc/2.59)1/2. Hui
(1988) found greater thrust during the upstroke than the
downstroke in penguins swimming horizontally near the water
surface, where high buoyancy must be countered by the
upstroke. We reversed this pattern for vertically diving
guillemots, which have wings, a skeleton and musculature
adapted to downstroke-based aerial flight (Stettenheim, 1959;
Raikow et al., 1988; Rayner, 1995). The resulting curve
(Fig. 1) corresponded well with patterns crudely inferred from
the angles of attack of the wings of common guillemots filmed
at 32 frames s−1 by Stettenheim (1959, p. 221).
Work during a swimming stroke was modeled by calculating
the linear distance moved by the body fuselage during 0.01 s
intervals according to the fractional speeds in Fig. 1 and mean
swimming speed at a given depth (see below). Work during
these 0.01 s intervals was calculated by multiplying the drag
and buoyancy at a given depth by the displacement, and then
adding the inertial work done in accelerating the body and the
added mass of entrained water (see Lovvorn et al., 1991). In

2.4
Fraction of mean speed

buoyancy of 4.50 N for a 1.087 kg guillemot at the water
surface.
Birds lose some air from the respiratory system and/or
plumage during dives, but the amount lost is very difficult to
measure. In an impressive set of experiments, Stephenson
(1994, 1995) used helium dilution and pressure changes in
surface chambers to estimate air volumes lost from the
plumage during dives 1.5 m deep by lesser scaup (Aythya
affinis). However, the response time of the apparatus was too
long to detect rapid predive exhalation and ptilosuppression,
which are mechanisms commonly used by birds to reduce
buoyancy during dives (Lovvorn, 1991). Thus, Stephenson’s
(1994, 1995) longer-term predive measurements may have
overestimated the volumes of air taken down by the birds.
Stephenson (1994) also pointed out that the rate of underwater
air loss he measured could not continue indefinitely. According
to this measured rate, ducks should lose all the air in their
plumage within 34 s of submergence, but ducks dive for longer
than that without becoming wetted. Because the time course
and limits to air loss in deep-diving birds remain unclear, our
model does not account for the loss of air from the respiratory
system or plumage.
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Upstroke
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Fig. 1. Fraction of mean swimming speed (FU) versus fraction of
stroke duration (Ft) based on thrust curves for Humboldt
penguins during horizontal swimming at 1 m s−1 (Hui, 1988) (solid
line). When applied to auks, the first peak is for the upstroke
and the second peak is for the downstroke. The equation is:
FU=−0.007314+12.552Ft−104.60Ft2+481.50Ft3−578.20Ft4−1807.8Ft5
+4411.2Ft6−4923.2Ft8+3581.9Ft10−1075.4Ft12. Other lines show the
curve when the fraction of mean speed during the upstroke was
decreased, and the fraction during the downstroke increased, by 30 %
(dots) and 60 % (dashes).

quasi-steady fashion, the work during all intervals was then
integrated over the entire stroke to yield the total work during
the stroke.
Because we had no direct data on acceleration patterns
during strokes in guillemots, we evaluated the effects on model
estimates of varying the stroke acceleration curve. We varied
the shape of the curve twice by altering the regression
coefficients by −30 % during the upstroke and +30 % during
the downstroke, and then by −60 % during the upstroke and
+60 % during the downstroke (Fig. 1). The resulting curves
simulated increasing fractions of total thrust being generated
during the downstroke versus the upstroke.
Stroke rates and stroke distances with changing depth and
buoyancy
The speed of common guillemots swimming horizontally in
tanks 1 m deep was measured as 2.18±0.43 m s−1 (mean ± S.D.,
N=179 sequences) (Swennen and Duiven, 1991). However,
time/depth recorders fitted on vertically diving, free-ranging
Brünnich’s guillemots (Uria lomvia L.) revealed mean speeds
of 0.94±0.48 m s−1 (N=5534 dives) during descent and
0.86±0.47 m s−1 (N=6029 dives) during ascent for a mean dive
depth of 18 m (Croll et al., 1992). At shallow depths where
buoyancy is high, vertical descent speeds are expected to be
slower than horizontal speeds; at deeper depths of low positive
buoyancy, passive ascent via buoyancy alone will be slower
than powered ascent. Croll and McLaren (1993) reported mean
wingbeat frequency under water as 1.8–1.9 Hz for guillemots
swimming horizontally or at very shallow angles in tanks and
in the field.
We measured the wingbeat frequencies of Brünnich’s
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guillemots descending almost vertically within 4 m of the water
surface, using underwater films from Lancaster Sound
(National Geographic Society, 1995), located approximately
1225 km north of our Coats Island study area (see below). For
each bird, we made 8–10 repeat measurements with a
stopwatch of the time required to complete the same sequence
of 8–10 strokes, calculated the mean of repeat measurements
for that single sequence per bird, and then calculated the
overall mean stroke rate among sequences for 20 individual
guillemots. The resulting overall value was 2.80±0.03 Hz
(mean ± S.E.M., N=20). On the basis of a mean descent speed
of 0.94 m s−1 (Croll et al., 1992), this value yields an initial
stroke distance near the water surface of 0.336 m stroke−1.
As a testable hypothesis, our model assumed that stroke
frequency (thus stroke duration), work per stroke and stroke
acceleration pattern (Fig. 1) remained constant despite changes
in buoyancy with depth. Gliding was not included in stroke
duration, but rather as time steps after strokes during which no
strokes occurred. For each stroke, our model determined how
far the body fuselage progressed depending on the net force of
constant work per stroke, minus the forces of drag, buoyancy
and inertia at the current speed. Decreasing buoyant resistance
during the descent resulted in increasing distance per stroke,
until greater drag at higher speeds offset the reduced buoyancy.
At some depth, compression of the air spaces caused buoyancy
to switch from a positive value to a negative value. Buoyancy
opposed descent above that depth and augmented descent
below that depth; the reverse was true during ascent.
To ascend in shallow water, ducks simply stop stroking, and
their buoyancy takes them quickly to the surface (Lovvorn,
1994). In that case, the cost of ascent is only the resting
metabolic rate (RMR) during the time required to float
upwards. But for guillemots diving to depths of up to 210 m,
buoyancy is often only slightly positive or even negative when
they begin ascent. At depths of small positive buoyancy, it
takes a long time for the small buoyant force to accelerate the
birds to an adequate ascent speed. Given that their RMR is
quite high in cold water at depth (Kooyman et al., 1976;
Grémillet et al., 1998), the cost of waiting for buoyancy to
provide sufficient upthrust is greater than the cost of swimming
upwards over the same distance in a shorter time. By this
argument, active swimming is energetically cheaper until the
birds ascend to a depth where the buoyant force is great enough
to provide adequate upward speed.
In the model, we assumed that guillemots stop upward
swimming and begin passive ascent at the depth that minimizes
total cost. At a time step of one stroke duration, the model
decided whether it was more cost-effective to ascend actively
or passively. At low positive buoyancies, this algorithm
resulted in a stroke being followed by varying numers of time
steps of passive ascent (gliding). We performed simulations for
two stroke durations: 0.357 s measured from films of vertical
descent within 4 m of the water surface (see above), and 0.526 s
measured for guillemots swimming horizontally or at very
shallow angles in tanks and in the field (Croll and McLaren,
1993).

Aerobic costs
To compare energy costs of active versus passive ascent, the
mechanical costs of active swimming must be converted to
aerobic costs. The conversion factor is termed the aerobic
efficiency (η) or the mechanical power output/aerobic power
input. This factor
. is determined by measuring rates of oxygen
consumption (VO∑) and modeling mechanical power output
under the same conditions. The value of η depends
. strongly on
the mechanical model used, i.e. the same VO∑ can yield
different values of η for different modeling approaches. This
dependency results in widely varying η values reported in the
literature (Stephenson et al., 1989a). These differences do not
necessarily mean that true values of η differ among species or
swimming modes, but perhaps only that the mechanical models
.
were not comparable. We used η=0.234, calculated from VO∑
of tufted ducks diving in water 0.6 m deep at 7 °C (Bevan and
Butler, 1992) and a quasi-steady model for ducks similar to the
one used here for alcids (Lovvorn et al., 1991).
During passive ascent due to buoyancy, the energy cost
was assumed to be the resting metabolic rate (RMR) of
guillemots floating on water at 7 °C. Croll and McLaren
(1993) described post-absorptive RMRs (in W kg−1) in
Brünnich’s guillemots floating on water at temperatures (Tw)
from 1 to 20 °C using the equation RMRw=20.99–0.77Tw
(r2=0.82). The absorptive RMRw in fed Brünnich’s
guillemots floating on water at approximately 20 °C
(13.0 W kg−1) was 43 % higher than post-absorptive values
(9.1 W kg−1) (Croll and McLaren, 1993). It is believed that
most digestion by guillemots occurs after foraging bouts (see
Hawkins et al., 1997), so we did not consider the heat
increment of feeding during dives and used only postabsorptive RMRw. From the above equation for postabsorptive Brünnich’s guillemots, the RMRw at 7 °C
(RMRw,7) was approximately 2.5 times the RMR in air (Croll
and McLaren, 1993). For the body mass of 1.087 kg we used
in our model, predicted RMRw,7 is 13.56 W kg−1. Lacking
measurements, we did not consider the effects of compression
of the plumage air layer with depth on RMRw or aerobic
efficiency (see Kooyman et al., 1976; Grémillet et al., 1998).
Vertical speeds of free-ranging guillemots
Electronic time/depth recorders were deployed on eight
adult Brünnich’s guillemots nesting on cliffs at Coats Island in
northern Hudson Bay, Canada, in July–August 1988–1989 (for
details, see Croll et al., 1992). Recorders were 6 cm long ×
2.5 cm wide × 1.5 cm high, weighed 35 g, and were tapered at
the ends. Recorders were attached along the middle of the
back, with 5 min epoxy adhesive, and were worked well into
the feathers to reduce profile drag. Every 4 s, a transducer
measured pressure, which was converted to depth with a
resolution of 1.3 m. Depths shallower than 3 m were not
recorded. Descent and ascent rates were calculated from depth
changes over each 4 s interval. After the birds had returned
from foraging trips, the recorders were retrieved. We chose one
complete period away from the nest by a representative bird
for analysis of dive patterns.
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Results
Drag and buoyancy
The curve of drag coefficient (CD) versus Re for the frozen
common guillemot (Fig. 2A) resembled that of a bluff body (a
smooth sphere or cylinder normal to the flow), with transition
to fully turbulent flow at approximately Re=0.5×106 (seen as a
sharp dip; cf. Fig. 5.8 in Vogel, 1994). Because the frozen
guillemot acted like a bluff body rather than a streamlined
shape, the drag coefficient decreased dramatically as the
separation point moved rearwards and the wide wake of
turbulent eddies changed abruptly to a narrower, fully turbulent
wake (Vogel, 1994). This transition is not obvious in the curve
for drag itself (Fig. 2B), because the speed (U) is relatively low
at the point of minimum CD (drag=0.5CDρAswU2, so the effects
on drag of changes in speed for U<1 m s−1 are small). However,
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The foraging period by the individual guillemot we
examined included 123 dives to over 3 m depth. We defined
the period of ‘direct descent’ as that during which depth
increased monotically with ⭐4 s spent at any sequential depth.
‘Direct ascent’ involved a monotonic depth decrease with ⭐4 s
at any depth. The intervening time was termed the ‘hunting
phase’, in which depth might vary up or down, and over 4 s
might be spent at one or more depths. The hunting phase
sometimes included progressive descent or ascent, but at lower
speeds than during direct descent or ascent. We compared
model predictions of swimming speeds only with speeds
during direct descent and ascent during 11 dives to depths of
56–100 m, with hunting phases of 104–124 s and a range of
depths during the hunting phase of 0–5 m.
Diving birds often descend and ascend at angles less than
90 °, so that changes in depth over time cannot be used to
calculate swimming speeds (Wilson et al., 1996). However, the
dives of Brünnich’s guillemots we studied at Coats Island
appeared to be essentially vertical, with almost constant speeds
during direct descent and ascent (see also Croll et al., 1992).
The 11 dives we examined in detail were dives 112–122 of 123
dives made during the foraging period. Although most earlier
dives were to depths of less than 40 m, apparently to feed on
crustaceans in the water column (Parathemisto, Mysis,
Ischyroceros), near the end of the foraging period guillemots
typically made a short series of dives to more than 55 m,
probably to capture demersal fish such as arctic cod
(Boreogadus saida), sandlance (Ammodytes spp.) and sculpin
(Triglops spp.), which were taken to chicks (Gaston and Noble,
1985; Croll, 1990). According to this pattern, dives examined
in the present study were of the demersal type, with no
adjustment of speeds or dive angles to maximize encounter
rates in the water column (see also Thompson et al., 1993;
Wilson et al., 1996). Thus, the speeds we calculated from
time/depth recordings appear to represent actual swimming
speeds. Patterns of swimming speeds during direct descent and
ascent were very similar among the 11 dives examined, so we
selected a representative dive to compare our model
predictions with observed swimming speeds.
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Fig. 2. (A) Drag coefficient (CD) versus Reynolds number (Re) of a
frozen common guillemot with the wings removed, the feet attached,
a body length of 0.478 m and a wetted surface area of 0.0964 m2. The
curve was fitted piecewise by the following equations: for speeds
<1.5 m s−1, CD=11924.5Re−0.4959 (r2=0.85, P=0.008); for speeds
⭓1.5 m s−1 and <2.5 m s−1, CD=0.08940Re0.3977 (r2=0.98, P=0.098);
and for speeds ⭓2.5 m s−1, CD=18.8743+2.746×10−6Re (r2=0.74,
P=0.027). (B) Observed values of drag on which the equations in A
were based and drag predicted from those equations. An independent
estimate of drag (D) at different speeds (U) is provided by the curve
D=0.371−0.872U+1.327U2 (r2>0.99, P<0.001). The range of speeds
and corresponding Re at which free-ranging guillemots swam
throughout direct descent and during ascent at low positive
buoyancies (≈1.52 m s−1, Re≈0.63×106), and during ascent at
negative buoyancies (≈1.25 m s−1, Re≈0.52×106), are delineated by
vertical lines (see also Figs 4, 5).

it is significant that drag increases rapidly at speeds above that
for minimum CD.
With compression of air spaces by hydrostatic pressure, the
calculated change in buoyancy was most rapid in the top 20 m,
below which the rate of change declined dramatically (Fig. 3).
On the basis of the values of body composition and air volumes
we used (see Materials and methods), a guillemot weighing
1.087 kg was negatively buoyant below a depth of 62 m.
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Fig. 3. Modeled change in buoyancy with depth for guillemots
weighing 1.087 kg. Guillemots were negatively buoyant below a
depth of 62 m.
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Observed versus predicted swimming speeds
In films from Lancaster Sound, descending guillemots
within 4 m of the water surface had a mean stroke duration of
0.357 s (a stroke rate of 2.80 Hz). Assuming a mean descent
speed of 0.94 m s−1 (Croll et al., 1992) and buoyancy as
calculated above, the modeled work in the first 2 m of descent
averaged 8.15 J stroke−1. If this stroke duration and work per
stroke remained constant throughout descent, our model
assumed that the distance per stroke and resulting speed would
increase as buoyant resistance decreased. Accordingly, the
modeled pattern of increasing speed during descent (solid line
in Fig. 4A) resembled patterns of decreasing buoyancy
(Fig. 3). Although buoyancy became increasingly negative
below 62 m, the rate of change in descent speed decreased
rather than increased. This pattern occurred because increased
drag at higher speeds balanced the downward forces of
negative buoyancy and swimming thrust, resulting in a
terminal speed of 1.5–1.6 m s−1 at depths over 40 m.
In contrast, the instrumented guillemot reached a speed of
approximately 1.52 m s−1 within 10 m of the water surface and
maintained that speed throughout direct descent (Fig. 4)
regardless of the change in buoyancy from 4.50 N at the surface
to –0.15 N at 81.5 m. This pattern of quickly reaching a
constant speed that was maintained throughout descent applied
generally to dives of all depths throughout the foraging period
(123 dives). The observed speed corresponded closely to the
speed of minimum drag coefficient (CD) for the frozen carcass
(for 1.52 m s−1, Re=0.63×106 and CD=18.1, Fig. 2).
At the beginning of ascent, our model predicted that
guillemots should actively swim upwards until the buoyancy
of expanding air volumes provided an adequate speed to offset
the costs of the high resting metabolic rate during passive
ascent (Fig. 5). At a time step of one (constant) stroke duration,
the model directed the bird to stroke or ascend passively,
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0.2
0
0

20

Fig. 4. Descent speed versus depth for guillemots predicted from the
model assuming a constant stroke rate and work per stroke as
buoyancy changes with depth (solid line), and speeds from a
representative dive by a free-ranging Brünnich’s guillemot fitted
with a time/depth recorder (closed circles). Other curves show
simulated speeds when the fraction of average speed occurring
during the upstroke is decreased, and that during the downstroke
increased, by 30 % (dots) and 60 % (dashes) (see also Fig. 1). Ts,
stroke duration. (A) Ts=0.357 s; (B) Ts=0.526 s.

whichever yielded the lowest cost of transport (aerobic energy
used per distance traveled, J kg−1 m−1). During ascent, the
model assumed that guillemots maintained the same stroke
duration and work per stroke as observed in the first few meters
of descent.
Given these assumptions, ascending guillemots should
stroke steadily at 1.8 m s−1 below the depth of neutral buoyancy
(62 m), use alternate stroking and gliding at low buoyancies
from 62 to 15 m (last stroke at 19 m) and ascend passively by
buoyancy alone from 15 m to the water surface (solid line in
Fig. 5A). Note that buoyancy increased dramatically above
approximately 20 m depth (Fig. 3). In contrast, the
instrumented guillemot ascended steadily at 1.25 m s−1 when
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2.2

buoyancy was negative (1.8 m s−1) corresponded to a CD of
19.4, a value 11 % greater than that observed. Although this
difference in CD is not large, the fact that the free-ranging
guillemot maintained its speed within such a narrow range
(vertical lines in Fig. 2) suggests substantial energetic benefits
to fine adjustments of speed. These results also indicate that
the guillemot maintained a net speed of optimum drag by
altering either stroke rate or work per stroke as buoyancy
changed with depth. After buoyancy had increased to
approximately 14 % (0.63 N) of the buoyancy at the water
surface (4.50 N), the guillemot supplemented buoyant upthrust
with stroking to increase its ascent speed by approximately
1.17 % per meter of decreasing depth.
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Fig. 5. Ascent speeds versus depth for guillemots predicted from the
model assuming a constant stroke rate and work per stroke as
buoyancy changes with depth (solid line), and speeds from a
representative dive by a free-ranging Brünnich’s guillemot fitted
with a time/depth recorder (closed circles). Other curves show
simulated speeds when the fraction of average speed occurring
during the upstroke is decreased, and that during the downstroke
increased, by 30 % (dots) and 60 % (dashes) (see also Fig. 1). Lines
in the jagged phase of low buoyancies connect points for mean
speeds of individual stroke–glide cycles, each averaged over a single
stroke and the 1–19 time steps (stroke durations) of passive
ascent that follow it before another stroke. Ts, stroke duration.
(A) Ts=0.357 s; (B) Ts=0.526 s.

negatively buoyant, increased its speed to a constant 1.5 m s−1
at small positive buoyancies between 62 and 25 m depth, and
supplemented buoyant upthrust with stroking as buoyancy
increased rapidly above 25 m (i.e. the observed speed was
higher than would result from buoyancy alone).
Observed ascent speeds at negative and small positive
buoyancies again corresponded closely to speeds of minimum
drag coefficient for the frozen carcass (for 1.25 m s−1, CD=17.5;
for 1.52 m s−1, CD=18.1; Fig. 2). Predicted speed while

Variation in stroke durations and stroke acceleration curves
Comparing field and model results showed that assuming
that both stroke rate and work per stroke stay constant as
buoyancy changes is incorrect. As explained below,
uncertainty analyses suggested important ways in which these
variables might change without loss of muscle efficiency.
During descent, we altered the stroke duration of the model
from 0.357 to 0.526 s, corresponding to values measured
during vertical descent at shallow depths versus horizontal
swimming, respectively. This change had no effect on the
general shape of the descent speed curves with depth, but
asymptotic speeds were approximately 0.1 m s−1 higher for the
longer stroke duration (Fig. 4). A longer stroke duration means
that instantaneous speed and acceleration during a stroke are
lower, resulting in lower drag and inertial resistance to oppose
the constant work output per stroke that we assumed.
Increasing the amount of thrust provided by the downstroke
versus the upstroke, from a moderate difference to almost all
the thrust being generated on the downstroke (cf. Figs 1, 4),
reduced swimming speed for the same reason: more thrust on
the downstroke leads to greater instantaneous speeds during the
stroke, which incur exponentially increasing drag and greater
inertial work (Fig. 2).
In this regard, shortening the stroke duration and increasing
the fraction of thrust on the downstroke have similar effects in
decreasing the speed that minimizes the cost of transport
(J kg−1 m−1). Both these changes increase instantaneous speeds
during part of the stroke (e.g. the high peak of the dashed line
during the downstroke in Fig. 1). Because drag increases
nonlinearly with increasing speed (Fig. 2), increased
instantaneous speeds result in a net increase in total drag work.
Similar mechanisms explain the differences among the curves
during ascent shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the simulated curves
demonstrate the potential benefits of lengthening the stroke
duration and minimizing inequalities of thrust during the
upstroke and downstroke, whenever buoyant resistance is low
enough to allow these adjustments while maintaining
ecologically effective speeds.
During ascent at low positive buoyancies (62–15 m), the
model showed that alternate stroking and gliding (Fig. 5) also
occurred because drag increases exponentially with increasing
speed. This effect made the costs of stroking greater than the
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Fig. 6. Simulated ascent speeds throughout individual stroke–glide
cycles, including a peak during each stroke and decreasing speed
during the subsequent glide before another stroke (solid line),
compared with observed speeds of a free-ranging guillemot fitted
with a time/depth recorder (closed circles). The curve in A is for a
stroke duration (Ts) of 0.357 s and the stroke acceleration curve
indicated by the solid line in Fig. 1. The curve in B is for a Ts of
0.526 s and the stroke acceleration curve indicated by the dotted line
in Fig. 1.

costs of passive ascent if more than one stroke (with
accumulating higher speed and drag) occurred without
separation by a passive glide. Such a strategy of alternate
stroking and gliding to reduce drag costs is well known in birds
flying in air (Pennycuick, 1987b, 1991) and in penguins
swimming under water (Clark and Bemis, 1979). The lines in
the jagged phase of low buoyancy in Fig. 5 connect points that
are the mean speeds of individual stroke–glide cycles, each
averaged over a single stroke and the 1–19 time steps of
passive ascent that followed it before another stroke. The
jagged curves indicate that the mean speeds of successive
stroke–glide cycles were variable under optimized conditions.
In contrast to Fig. 5, the curves in Fig. 6 show speeds
throughout individual stroke–glide cycles, with peaks
representing speeds during a stroke followed by declining
speeds during a glide phase before the next stroke. The curve
for the shorter stroke duration with moderately greater thrust
during the downstroke than the upstroke (Fig. 6A) is very
similar to the curve for the longer stroke duration with an
additional 30 % of total thrust during the downstroke (Fig. 6B;
cf. Fig. 5). This similarity again suggests that decreasing the
stroke duration has the same effect on swimming speed as
increasing the fraction of thrust on the downstroke: both
increase total drag and inertial work by raising instantaneous
speed and acceleration during parts of the stroke.
These curves suggest that, as buoyancy changes, work per

stroke can be conserved by varying the stroke duration and/or
the fraction of work done during the downstroke, while
maintaining the same net swimming speed. To conserve
contraction speed as well as work per stroke, the bird can vary
the duration of the subsequent glide phase (we do not consider
the glide phase as part of the stroke, but rather as time steps
following the stroke during which no strokes occur). For
example, in the initial segment of the stroke–glide sequences
in Fig. 6, the glide phase lasts two stroke durations (time steps)
in Fig. 6A but only one stroke duration in Fig. 6B (these
differences in glide duration are seen as differences in height
between the highest and lowest speeds during stroke–glide
cycles). However, mean speeds in the two cases differ by only
approximately 0.05 m s−1. Moreover, films of guillemots
swimming horizontally without buoyant resistance showed a
substantial glide phase following the downstroke. On the basis
of these films and model simulations, there appears to be
considerable flexibility for maintaining optimal speeds against
varying buoyant resistance while conserving muscle
contraction speeds and work during those contractions.
Discussion
Drag of frozen versus live birds
The drag of the frozen guillemot (Fig. 2) resembled that of
a bluff body rather than a streamlined shape. Although bluff
bodies exhibit dramatic reductions in drag coefficient at the
transition to fully turbulent flow, their drag is still much greater
than for streamlined shapes (Vogel, 1994). Pennycuick et al.
(1996) suggested that the drag of frozen birds in air is higher
than that of live birds because their feathers flutter
unrealistically, amplify turbulence and enhance flow
separation. In our experiments, feather flutter was evident at
higher speeds.
However, in vertical dives by guillemots, the oscillating
wings, the acceleration patterns of the fuselage and the notable
pitching movements probably disrupt laminar flow over the
fuselage. For cast models of penguins without feathers or
oscillating movements, flow separation still occurred in the tail
region and drag patterns were similar to ours for guillemots
(Oehme and Bannasch, 1989; Hui, 1988). Trailing feet might
substantially increase drag (Pennycuick et al., 1996), and the
feet of guillemots extend well behind the short tail. Feather
flutter probably inflated our measurements at the highest
instantaneous speeds: for example, for the highest multiple of
mean speed of 2.5 (the peak of the dashed line in Fig. 1) and
a mean speed of 1.5 m s−1 (Figs 4, 5), the highest instantaneous
speed during a stroke would be 3.75 m s−1. During most of the
stroke and for less extreme acceleration curves, instantaneous
speeds are far lower, and this effect is less important.
Stroke acceleration curve
Because no direct data exist on fuselage speeds throughout
swimming strokes in auks, we assumed a reasonable curve and
varied this shape between possible extremes (Fig. 1). At
present, the fraction of thrust derived from the upstroke in auks
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is unknown. From a blade-element analysis of high-speed films
of penguins swimming horizontally near the water surface, Hui
(1988) concluded that more thrust occurred on the upstroke
than the downstroke. This pattern might have resulted from the
need to offset high positive buoyancy near the surface, just as
birds flying in air must offset gravity by generating more thrust
on the downstroke.
On the basis of bubble patterns in the wake, Rayner (1995)
suggested that pigeon guillemots (Cepphus columba) generate
most thrust with the downstroke. Certainly, the skeleton and
musculature of guillemots appear to be adapted mainly for
downstroke-based aerial flight (Stettenheim, 1959; Raikow et
al., 1988). However, the high angles of attack during the
upstroke illustrated for common guillemots by Stettenheim
(1959), and in the films of Brünnich’s guillemots we examined,
suggest appreciable upstroke thrust under certain conditions
(see also Clark and Bemis, 1979). Moreover, stroke
acceleration patterns may differ between horizontal and
vertical swimming in auks because descent against buoyancy
is far more pulsatile. Our simulations indicate that varying the
fraction of thrust arising from the upstroke versus the
downstroke is an effective way to maintain speeds that
minimize drag without losing muscle efficiency. High-speed
films are desirable to document stroke acceleration patterns in
auks (see also Lovvorn et al., 1991), but obtaining such data
at different depths throughout deep dives will be a major
challenge.
Patterns in other species
To our knowledge, our data for Brünnich’s guillemots are
the only records of short-term swimming speeds of diving
auks. Such data are also lacking for most penguins, which tend
to have shallow and more variable dive angles so that
time/depth data alone cannot be converted to swimming
speeds. However, direct speed measurements with an
electronic logger showed that an African penguin (Spheniscus
demersus) varied its speed with depth (Wilson and Wilson,
1995). This penguin seemed to reach a terminal speed of
2.4 m s−1 between 20 and 25 m depth, but its dive angle was
shallower and it approached this terminal speed more gradually
than did our guillemots. Maximum dive depth for the penguin
was only 30–35 m, probably well above neutral buoyancy, and
it is not known whether speed would have increased with
decreased buoyancy at greater depths.
Japanese cormorants (Phalacrocorax capillatus), king
cormorants (P. albiventer) and South Georgian shags (P.
georgianus) with time/depth recorders descended rapidly and
directly to depths up to 45, 66 and 101 m, respectively (Kato
et al., 1996; Watanuki et al., 1996; Bevan et al., 1997). Their
dive profiles from readings every 1–6 s resembled those of our
Brünnich’s guillemots (Croll et al., 1992), suggesting that a
terminal speed was reached quickly and was maintained
throughout descent, rather than changing as buoyancy
decreased. Further investigations are needed to determine
whether their speeds corresponded to minimum drag
coefficients (see. Fig. 2).

In conclusion, our biomechanical model provided testable
hypotheses for locomotion by guillemots. Calculated
swimming speeds based on constant stroke frequency and work
per stroke as buoyancy changed did not agree with speeds
recorded from a free-ranging guillemot. Rather, the guillemot
maintained its speed within a narrow range that minimized the
drag coefficient. In films, stroke frequency during descent
against high buoyancy was greater than that during horizontal
swimming, which had a substantial glide phase. These data and
model simulations suggest that guillemots can modulate their
swimming speeds, without altering their contraction speeds or
work per contraction, by varying their stroke duration, the
relative thrust on the downstroke versus the upstroke, and the
duration of gliding. Given the potential use of heat from
inefficient muscles for thermoregulation, guillemots can
probably sustain speeds that optimize mechanical efficiency
(drag) with little change in net physiological efficiency.
Continued miniaturization of instruments to record depths,
swimming speeds, electromyograms of stroke rates, and
accelerometer readings throughout deep dives (see also Dial,
1992; Kooyman et al., 1992; Bevan et al., 1997; Y. Watanuki,
personal communication) would help to confirm our results and
refine biomechanical models for auk-sized birds.
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